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Abstract: Education helps in the monetary development of a nation. Education has the power to eradicate the poverty in a country. The increasingly complex infrastructure-environment management, development goals and rapidly changing technology pose new kinds of challenges to education sector. In this modern era, the higher educational institutions concentrate on latest technologies and tools to explore learning. At mean time, the educational resources distribution might be uneven across the countries. Cloud computing brings various benefits to integrate into the academic field. There are risk issues for adopting cloud in storing and executing secret data. This paper surveys to analyze uses, issues in adhering cloud computing for the faculty, staff and students in education sector. It also focuses on security issues, risk divisions. The review recognized the areas in which cloud computing can have an influence in education field. Furthermore, this paper aims to discuss about security management and the challenges faced by the education sector in developing countries thus facilitating researchers to find the relevant issues, in which they can focus their efforts.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO CLOUD COMPUTING IN EDUCATION

Cloud computing is a combination of various services. Cloud provides lot of services to education sectors. Education provides creativity, empowerment and innovation in the development of a nation. Education can be considered as an instrument which shapes the behaviour of human beings. Education improves the moral value of a person. Every person has knowledge only through education; knowledge in a person can be awakened. As an alternative to academic medium such as text books, paper work sheets, and so on the use of internet technologies in scholastic institutions by faculty and students has become standard of data research, productivity and information sharing. Educational organizations can improve learning methodologies by using cloud computing. Cloud computing is most suited for academic sectors, which has budget restrictions. The adoption of cloud computing technology has transformed every aspect of human lives. Though technology has played an integral role it has not been equally adopted in all sectors. Cloud computing is helping academic institutions in cutting costs aroused through the purchase of legacy software. The Massive Open Online Courses enables teachers and students in distant areas to learn and equip themselves with the latest knowledge. Various cloud service providers offers free service applications like Google docs, calendars, emails and document storage and website creation services.
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2. Central Ideas Behind Cloud Computing

The central ideas behind cloud computing are

1. Utility Computing
2. SOA – Service-Oriented Architecture
3. SLA – Service-Level Agreement

2.1 Utility Computing

Utility computing provides a service provisioning model.

2.2 Service-Oriented Architecture

It is a combination of various utilities that communicate among one another. It enables full flexibility in designing services, which helps during system integration. SOA is implemented by a Web service model.

2.3 Service-Level Agreement

SLA is a mutual agreement among consumers and service providers that defines detailed service offerings, delivery time, service quality and constraints of offered services

3. Background and Significance

The selected works for the literature review:

Tuncay Ercan (2010) abstracted the usage of cloud computing is more in the financial, industrial and manufacturing sectors when compared to schools and education services [72]. Bo Wang et al., (2011) concluded that the problems of irregular sharing of learning resources
are solved by the usage of cloud computing [12]. Mohssen M. AlAbbadi (2011) discusses in both academia and industry, cloud computing has significant opportunities due to its ease of use and in educational & learning area it can be called as “Education and Learning as a Service”. To protect the cube symmetry, a new model formation was projected in [42]. Gunasekar and Anirudh (2011) studied the theoretical, empirical studies to find various security problems in cloud based e-learning technology [21].

Deka Ganesh Chandra, Dutta Borah Malaya (2012) address that in underdeveloped countries; e-learning through cloud computing raises the education level, literacy rates, development in economy where there are limited opportunities and expensive technical education. The benefits of Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) facilities are enjoyed by the students which enhances collaboration environment and cost savings [14]. Saju Mathew (2012) shows how cloud computing can provide a cost-effective infrastructure to progress education performance, liveliness which can bring revolution in education field. It depicts the comparison among internal cloud and educational cloud [60]. Amitava Ghosh et al., (2012) presents a proposed model to identify the important people in a higher education organization interacts with the institute's information technology division. Further it discusses about cloud delivery models across main stakeholders like students, faculty, clubs, library and admin [4]. Faisal A. Alshuwaier et al (2012) presented different education applications for education infrastructure which are implemented for academic uses are presented in [18]. Srinivas Reddy (2013) focuses on e-learners security threats like browsers security, social aspects of security and address that to ensure e-learners security different security mechanisms like inbuilt virus scanners, various password protection & authentication methods, digital signatures has to be followed [66]. Krelja Kurelovic et al., (2013) conducted a survey in Polytechnic of Rijeka. 158 students participated in the survey. Experimental data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, and hypothesis testing was done to establish the occurrence of situations which specify a service need in the cloud [33]. Anjali Jain, U.S Pandey (2013) focuses on existence of data centers in multiple nations may trigger cross border issues for the academic institutions [6]. Pranay Kumar et al., (2013) proposed various cloud application and utilities related to education namely Amazon, Microsoft, Google, IBM, Salesforce, HP, AMANDA and ZMANDA [50]. Aruna and Prakasham (2013) in [7] proposed cloud based architecture, which illustrates virtual laboratories, e-learning resources, open forums, mobile education can be used by the staff and faculty members to share the knowledge. Cloud provides huge data storage space which can be utilized by the students through internet. Kiran Yadav (2014) presented facilities attached to education cloud like class preparation and review at home by faculty. Users of an education cloud computing system like students, faculty, developers, researchers, admin department, benefits for institutions and students using cloud computing and security issues. To minimize the risk the institutions has to depend on more than one cloud provider [32]. Ayush Gaur, Manoj Manuja (2014) depicted the education cloud architecture and the flow of education cloud [11]. Hongyu and Ivica (2014) abstracted that the development of cloud computing encourages teachers to educate cloud computing to graduate students hence they can achieve more experience to cloud computing concepts and be ready for jobs in software companies [24]. Sanasam Bimol et al., (2014) discuss about the facilities offered by SPI model, challenges anticipated from adoption of cloud model, pros and cons of cloud computing. The authors concluded that academic organizations have more chances to enhance their routine academic actions which range from learning to utilities to discovery. This leads to increase in knowledge distribution [62]. Munwar et al. (2014) discussed the results taken after the implementation of K-NN and RSA algorithms to progress and mange the confidentiality data level in a cloud environment [43]. Vaishali H Pardeshi (2014) stated the benefits, characteristics of cloud computing and presented a five phase scheme to implement cloud in higher education institutes [74]. Tajinder et al. (2014) discussed that due to the surplus population growth in India there is increase in market size and huge demand for upgradation of education. Ten factors were discussed in a structured manner as barriers for adopting cloud computing [70]. Safiya Okai et al., (2014) identified that when valued data exist outside the firewalls of the institutions; then any hacking will affect all clients saved data [59]. Asgarali, Bahman (2014) stated the necessity of move towards virtual education and effect of cloud computing in online learning [8]. Pradosh et al., (2014) quoted that the risks/threats in cloud based e-learning can be minimized by the usage of encrypted file systems, applications of security principles and hardware security to follow strange attack across the servers [49]. Rajinder, Sandeep (2015) proposed five layer cloud framework, which predicts when number of students increases the benefit of e-learning provider increases with reduction in cost to individual student [54]. Aishwarya Srinivasan et al., (2015) illustrates an important element of managing private or hybrid clouds is managing the virtual infrastructure, which is, the dynamic orchestration of Virtual Machines to meet the requirements [3]. Harsimran, Kamayani (2015) reviewed the types of cloud services, implementation, uses and challenges of cloud computing in academic institutions [22]. Ayman E. Khedr et al. (2015) depicted 5 components for e-learning based on cloud structure namely developing the knowledge base, evaluating the university’s existing state, experimenting, choosing the best solutions for cloud computing, implementing & managing them [10]. Durairaj, Manimaran (2015) discussed a proposed methodology that ensure availability of data and provide solution to protect indispensable data from the hackers [16]. Divya and Prakasham (2015) proposed an e-learning architecture implementation based on cloud, evaluation system, presented students opinion based on before they have attended online course, before & after using the e-learning system based on cloud and potential benefits [15]. Atif Ishaq, Muhammad Nawaz Brohi (2015), have projected an e-learning architecture based on cloud, comparative analysis for more secured data over cloud, threat analysis for e-learning [9]. Tanvi Desai et al. (2016) elaborated the current scenario of education, implementation and rewards of cloud computing in academic organizations [71]. Shahid and Mohd Irfan (2016) in [64] reviewed the differences between private cloud and educational cloud, benefits and limitations of cloud computing. Yusuf Haider, Siva Selvan
(2016) discussed the techniques to preserve the confidentiality in cloud like biometric encryption, secret sharing scheme, encryption and obfuscation, HPI_SECURE, data confidentiality using K-NN classifier [77]. Chetan Bulla et al., (2016) in [13] presented cloud adoption in primary and secondary education and stated the drawbacks and challenges. Rumana Javali (2016) examined the views of school education system using cloud computing in [58]. Abdul Rahman et al., (2016) provide a proposed solution to secure E-learning environment based on cloud. Protection alertness, mechanisms, methodologies and Hacker techniques were elaborated to enhance this model [1]. Samiya Khan et al., (2016) presents a vision for statistical analysis of the education sector in India and explores the feasibility of big data analytics solutions based on cloud for humanizing teaching, at various stages, and maximizing research in the country [61]. Abusfian and Weam (2017) reviewed that cloud computing provides students to retrieve the study materials wherever they are. CC enables HEIs to handle the requirements of software and hardware changes quickly at minimum value. Hence adopting cloud into higher education increases educational rank, effectiveness of students [2]. Khalil H. A. Al-Shqeerat et al., (2017) discovered some cloud usages in education sector, discussed drawbacks of main cloud services and highlighted security challenges [31]. Siti Salmah Md Kassim et al., (2017) in [65], identifies the trust factors of user using Analytical Hierarchical Process confirm that availability; authentication and accountability factors are important trust factors. Steve Jones et al., (2017) investigate the cloud computing implementation in realistic location and from a user perspective of organizations through local government authorities of United Kingdom. It concludes that as more organizations use modern way of data storage space and distribution the requirement for cloud computing solutions grows immensely [68]. Lovedeep et al. (2017) discuss the ways to implement the cloud on the school education system which helps the school administration to manage teacher’s profiles, create account, assign classes, manage time table. Teachers can prepare the class and upload the study materials, power points and videos for next class in home. Students can login to access the study materials, power points, results and assignments. Parents can see their child’s results and attend meetings to know their child’s improvements comparing to past achievements in [34]. Jakia Sultana (2017) identified six factors as important factors for adoption of cloud computing like a) availability of service b) cloud ability of control c) need of resource d) effectiveness in academics e) dearth of proper infrastructure f) dearth of training for staff in [27]. Nitika and Deepam (2017) addressed that there are issues related to threats, consistency, interoperability that has to be managed if we desire to make use of cloud computing in academic system [46]. Hyeong-Jin Kim et al., (2017) uses secure kNN classification by using encrypted index scheme and the Yao’s garbled circuit. This achieves improved performance than the already existing system, in conditions of classification time [25]. Jenny Wang (2017) in [28] addresses that the collaborative activities of cloud in e-learning environment provides the observation about learning process which occurred during the cloud learning activities. It concludes that utilizing cloud computing applications like Google Docs enhances students learning performances presented positive results. Gomita, Tanuj Manglani (2017) studied the modern institutes and academies are in great need of cloud technologies which may be useful for the betterment of teaching system in [20]. Md Aminur Islam et al (2017) identified the regional share in cloud computing, education system cloud, opportunities in Bangladesh, case study and success story, risks and challenges in [38]. Mohsen Attaran et al., (2017) highlighted the successful implementations of cloud based technology in two universities, Bryant and Roger Williams. It addresses that the deficient resources, protection and compliance are the leading challenges for fast adoption of technology by academic organizations [41]. Rajesh (2017) indicates that the most severe attacks which pressurize the networks in cloud are Denial of Service (DoS) and phishing attacks. Recommendations have been given to eradicate security threats effectively when adopting cloud computing in academic sectors in [53]. Maroof Naieem Qadri, S M K Quadri (2017) concluded that the major concern of all educational organizations is to avoid leakage in privacy and to maintain the integrity of confidential data namely student’s personal details and grades in [36]. Amol Kale, Rajvij Kumar Mente (2017) defines that cloud computing plays an important role in educational area and how we can share the quality education by using cloud based technology in [5]. Rajvij Kumar Mente, Amol Kale (2017) describes the effects of cloud computing in various fields like education, social, agriculture, medical, business and online entertainment in [55]. Upendra Singh, Prashant Kumar Baheti (2017) demonstrated to overcome limitations of traditional education system cloud computing solutions are very useful for higher education institutes in [73]. Neeraj Harjani et al., (2017) focuses on the present scenarios of education system and how cloud computing will be beneficial in the future for enhancing the education system for better productivity and practical utilization in [45]. Odhe et al., (2017) suggested DOI (Diffusion of Innovation) for cloud computing implementation in technology institutions [47]. Subrahmanyam Sarma (2018) reported that security problems are increasing with cloud penetration and to evaluate the proposed model Amazon EC2 has been used in [69]. Fahad (2018) proposed a model, which uses cloud service delivery model and web 4.0 for avoiding the challenges in the eLearning and enhance the efficiency of the system in [17]. Maria Teresa Baldassarre et al., (2018) answered six questions based on the temporal and physical sharing of the publications related to Cloud Computing in Education (CCE), Stakeholders, Topics of interest, Areas of interest of the studies, Type of studies, Solution status. It concluded that the research at all education levels has to be bridged by using cloud computing [35]. Neelakantan (2018) presented VLCS (Virtual Lab Cloud System) a software system designed to fill the needs of an academic environment by creating a link between a Cloud and a Course Management System [44]. Stanka Hadzihodeva et al., (2018) outline the internationalization of Higher Education, benefits and risks, cloud services suitable for training. Cloud education networks generate situations for concurrent collaboration and competition among educational institutions [67]. Rehana Parveen, Emna Chikhaoui (2018) focuses on privacy and security issues in using cloud computing, privacy legislations and potential resolutions to address risks related to security and privacy.
issues in the use of cloud in education in Saudi Arabia [57]. Geethamani, Ranjani (2018) proposed a system which uses the keygen algorithm for generating the secret key for uploading and downloading files on the cloud server and meta-data generation for verifying the integrity of the data in [19]. Pruthviraj et al., (2018) suggested a proposed system which uses AES with 128 bit key length for encryption process in [51]. Shadi R.Masadeh (2018) proposed a secure hybrid and authentic Scheme, to achieve maximum protection and verification of e-learning environment by integrating the strength of OpenSSL, HMAC, AES, VLAN, sWIFI, PGP, SSL and faces recognition in [63]. Homa Hamidi and Saeed Rouhani (2018) defined the three various benchmark tests deployed analyses accessibility to the first page of the Moodle, analyze the accessibility to the login file system and analyze the accessibility to the academic file. Final consequences that are resulted from comparing the two servers have shown that the QoS indices of cloud computing server are better than the web based server [23]. Maroof Naieem Qadri, S M K Quadri (2018) shows the implementation of Google Suite for Education, Microsoft Office 365 for Education at University of Kashmir [37]. Zuqlurnain Ali et al. (2018) projected a theoretical model to enhance academic performance of students through personal characteristics and knowledge management paradigm using technology acceptance model. The study recruited students' from 322 universities who were aware of using cloud services [79]. Rania Almajalid (2018) elaborated the cloud service models, deployment models, features, benefits, challenges of cloud computing in education and focuses the example cases which have incorporated cloud computing in education. It also suggested that the proposed cloud hybrid model would simplify learning for HEIs in Saudi Arabia [56]. Kamal Kant Hiran et al., (2018) introduces a five-step theoretical structure for adopting hybrid education cloud in HEIs in Ethiopia namely learning strategy based on cloud, needs of higher education, cloud computing applications, selecting the cloud solutions, implementation and maintenance of cloud [30]. Mohammed Ali (2018) has given the most successful cases of adhering cloud computing in HEIs like Greenwich University, Google Docs in MBA group projects, Westminster University in UK in [39]. Mohammad Musudur Rahman et al., (2018) in [40] have proposed a theoretical model which projects 5 independent variables which includes positive, negative consequence on behavioural intention in adopting CC in Bangladesh HEIs. Visalakshi, Varalakshti (2018) reported that E-learning requests can be processed quickly among the e-learning users using request scheduling algorithm [75]. Ibtissam M rhaouarh et al. (2018) focuses on twenty-three real barriers for adopting cloud computing and categorized in three categories: policy and organizational issues, technical issues and legal issues [26]. Jolly Upadhaya et al. (2019) studied the significant difference between the Indian students and USA Universities and this difference was due to the resources available to support the students and faculties [29]. Parves Kamal (2019) focuses the cloud computing use in hash dumps cracking and the means to take measures by using complex passwords and secure hashing algorithm in [48]. Rajamohan Parthasarath et al. (2019) proposed a method which uses public key cryptosystem by implementing RSA Algorithm for providing data storage and security in cloud [52]. Yousef et al., (2019) attempted to highlight the taxonomy of research literature and reasons in adopting cloud computing in HEIs, are flexible learning environments, mobile learning support, collaborative working, software and hardware cost reduction, virtualisation, service quality, online applications which are ready to access and obstacles which hinder the usage of cloud computing facilities in HEIs are security concerns, confidentiality concerns, vendor lock-in concerns, network concerns, consistency, trust and management concerns, certifying and pricing concerns, acceptance and adoption concerns, sustainability and post-adoption concerns [76]. Zhen-Yu Wu (2019) proposed a mechanism to resolve the problem regarding multiple users request for retrieval in cloud environment and changing modifications in digital-sharing systems using Lagrange interpolation polynomial thereby minimizing the intricacy of threat controlling [78].

4. Research Methodology

4.1 Search Strategy
The search strategy includes review of literature.

4.1.1 Review of Literature
The literature review includes reviewing various publications in leading databases namely IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Scopus, ScienceDirect, Springer, Google Scholar, ResearchGate between 2010 to 2019.

5. Cloud Service Models
Discussed below are the various services offered through cloud computing:
1. Infrastructure Services (IaaS)
2. Software Services (SaaS)
3. Platform Services (PaaS)

The cloud models for service provide lots of utilities to students, teachers and researchers. Large numbers of educational institutions are running SaaS applications.

5.1 IaaS in Education
Provides the educators with the virtual infrastructure to deploy and run software, including applications and OS. The computer labs are the key elements in the teaching and learning of information technology. Infrastructure needs of students, faculties and researchers are satisfied by using IaaS.

5.2 SaaS in Education
The SaaS model allows educational institutions to use application through a platform cloud via the internet. The benefits of SaaS are it eliminates the expense of software licensing, installation and support.

5.3 PaaS in Education
This cloud service model supports teachers in their development of applications via programming languages, services and tools that the cloud platform providers offer. For example, an educator can design a customized virtual lab for the students using a PaaS.

6. Cloud Deployment Models
6.1. Public Cloud – External Cloud
It provides data storage to monitor text, images, audio, video other multimedia content. It will be convenient for the faculty members and students to retrieve the learning materials if they are properly arranged. Everyone can easily access this cloud model so it is less secured model.

6.2. Private Cloud – Internal Cloud
Internal cloud satisfies the aims of an educational institute. Security can be very well maintained in this cloud model. Confidential evaluation like entrance, placement, student grades, academic performance need to be communicated to authorized users.

6.3. Community Cloud
It is a collaborative effort of sharing the syllabus from various other universities of international standards. It is high time for the education sectors to change syllabus according to the latest technology. So the bridge between the college and corporate can be handled.

6.4. Hybrid Cloud
Hybrid cloud is consuming services from one’s own private cloud and also having some services running on public cloud. Student’s progress report, achievement data, attendance and anecdotal notes can be sent through e-mail to their parents.

7. Usage of Cloud in Academic Field
The important uses of Cloud in Education are mentioned as follows:
• Enhanced productivity and more efficient educational practices
• Reduced expenditures
• Increase in collaborative work
• Backup of information
• Support in financial and HR management
• Fostering of university accreditation
• Promoting instructor flexibility

7.1 Enhanced productivity and more efficient educational practices
One of the primary usages of the cloud is to integrate face-to-face/classroom training and online education with courses offered over the Internet.

7.2 Reduced expenditures
Rather than purchasing individual or institutional software licenses for a few computers, many higher education institutions generally pay for specific software packages to be used online from varied locations.

7.3 Increase in collaborative work
Students and faculty can retrieve information from their individual systems without the need of software or hardware resources. This synchronizing of cloud services enables task distribution, thereby increasing the information quality.

7.4 Backup of information
Cloud providers customarily store multiple copies of the same piece of information in numerous servers around the world. This redundancy ensures immediate access to files with back up safeguards.

7.5 Support in financial and HR management
In some institutions, faculty members can manage their income information online. Cloud services enhance the timely administration of employee-related information to relevant parties, thereby improving the institution’s effectiveness and management efficiency.

7.6 Fostering of university accreditation
Moreover, confidential evaluations such as entrance and placement examinations, student grades, and instructor academic performance surveys need to be communicated instantaneously to authorized users.

7.7 Promoting instructor flexibility
Cloud computing offers instructors the freedom to work outside the classroom. They can review curriculums, prescribe reading materials, administer coursework, and submit grades online; instructors can be more productive in completing the tasks at a time most convenient to them.

8. Areas in which cloud computing can have an influence in education field:
The areas in which cloud computing can have an influence in education field are as follows:

**TABLE 1: INFLUENCING AREAS OF CLOUD COMPUTING IN EDUCATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactive session</td>
<td>Centralized ability supported by local teachers. Student teacher interactions, sending lectures notes, presentations or answers to queries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>Students and teachers cooperating on projects by building and content distribution. Communication by sending messages or video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Classrooms and labs can be extended with mobile devices such as smart phones, tablets and virtual desktop technologies to smooth distant access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous assessment</td>
<td>Teaching performance has to be improved based on the feedback of the students and content can be highlighted and updated through electronic media.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Issues in Adhering Cloud Computing in the Academic System
Some of the vital issues are as follows:

9.1 Data Security
To secure data in cloud is the top most concern in academic institutions. A reason for lack of data security is due to the drawbacks of efficient encryption algorithms. Another reason is residual data left behind which becomes accessible to unauthorized parties.

9.2 Privacy Issues
Education institutions face number of difficulties to secure the individual's data, and the cloud model provides adequate protection of such information.

9.3 Internet Connection
Cloud Computing depends on the fast access of internet. When network bandwidth is inadequate then it is not possible to distribute intricate services.

9.4 Reliability
Reliability is another problem for institutions using the cloud. In failure events recovery plans must be taken accurately. Cloud Service Provider is to be chosen correctly.

10. Security Issues for adopting cloud in academic field
Issues related to security are the first and foremost concern of every institution using cloud services. Academic institutions are entrusted with secret data. Cloud computing may be unsafe because we can’t safeguard its boundary. Educational institutions have to keenly observe regarding the cloud providers about safeguarding the sensitive data and ensure that the users don’t face any difficulties like data confidentiality, loss of data or data theft. Data integrity, privacy issues, authentication issue, data loss, user-level security and vendor-level security are basic concerns. These fundamental problems can be defined as cloud risks.

11. Cloud Risk Division
Cloud risks have been the biggest concern since the start of the cloud computing era.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2. CLOUD RISK DIVISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy and Organizational Risks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Lock-in: The situation where the educational institutions are depending on one cloud provider it is called as vendor lock-in problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance loss: Outsourcing the services to unauthorized parties leads to the loss of governance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. Security Management in Cloud
The scope of the security management is to guard the institution from all sorts of threats. The security principle specifies that personal data of faculty, staff and students is protected by sensible protection safeguards against risks like confidentiality, thrashing, deletion, utilization, changes or revelation of data. When the data is stored in cloud environment multiple tenants are sharing single location, so one user’s data is stored with another user’s data, which effects difficulty in data segregation. To segregate the data KNN techniques must be followed. The users should be aware of proper encryption systems to ensure that data in the cloud is appropriately protected.

13. Challenges faced by the Education Sectors in Developing Countries
In developing countries like India, the learning organizations which have budget restrictions can migrate to cloud. For research and academic groups there are no ample resources. There are problems in retrieving the maximum resource in minimum time. Technical communications like system performance, bandwidth, complex technology and lack of finance has to be considered. So cloud computing is one of the best solution for education sectors. Awareness has to be created for faculty and students to adopt cloud technologies in developing countries. The programs of study in most of the institutions are not updated frequently in line with global developments. Remote villages struggle to get quality education. Network connection lack in such areas has been a problem. Inflating price of education, increasing class size, increasing the student to teacher ratio
has led to layoffs of teaching staff to unimaginable levels. Teachers and educational institutions are using the traditional teaching methods hence the adoption of new technologies has been slow.

14. Cloud Solves Educational Challenges

The ability of a cloud system to adapt to workload changes and the on-demand offerings make a best fit to address the recent features in education institutions. Higher learning institutions promote an exclusive society to enhance team work across stakeholders located in physically distributed areas. If resources are distributed among education institutions, then there is a great chance that the academic institutions can have better concentration on research and core academic activities. The new learning environment uses innovative technologies and latest teaching tools. Virtual classrooms have become dominant in most of the academic institutions which helps in improving the learning process with experimental experiences.

15. Conclusion

Population is growing immensely. So there will be lack of skilled and experienced teachers. From our research study we identified, cloud computing has remarkable relevance in India when it is properly implemented in education sector. Adequate training towards the use of applications of latest teaching methods is necessary so that educators can use the latest cloud computing education technologies. Cloud infrastructure has emerged recently for managing and delivering utilities over the internet. By choosing best service provider, security can be effectively managed in educational cloud. In future mobile technology can be used to get feedback from students in education institutions to improve the learning experience.
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